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Chafer Machinery Ltd was established in
2000 to design and build a range of high
performance trailed sprayers and demountable
spray packs for professional farmers and
contractors. Building on over 100 years of
experience in spraying and liquid application,
Chafer Machinery offer custom built sprayers
for each individual customer.

In 2002, Chafer Machinery Ltd acquired
Horstine Farmery. Horstine Farmery is a
world leader in the design and manufacture of
highly accurate equipment for the application
of granular pesticides, fertiliser and seeds.
In the 60 years since the company was
established markets have been developed in
every continent and it’s products have gained
a well deserved reputation for accuracy
and durability.

Chafer Machinery Group is in a unique position
to offer tailored liquid and granular application
solutions for the agricultural industry.

Horstine and Chafer Machinery have developed a range of highly accurate systems to maximise the efficiency of
insecticide and fertiliser applications in a variety of crops. The cost of inputs continues to rise and with increasing focus
on operator safety and minimising environmental impact, accurate application has never been so critical. All Horstine
and Chafer systems are designed to precisely place chemical and nutrients with a high degree of accuracy, which
maximises product efficiency and helps to increase crop yields. All systems are simple to operate, safe to fill and quick
to calibrate, increasing machine work rates and reducing downtime. These factors combine to make the most of
valuable inputs, to safeguard the operator and to give the best possible chance of vigorous and healthy crop
establishment.

Introduction to Potato &
Vegetable Application Systems
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Product Range

Chemical Application Fertiliser Application

Horstine TMAir
Use - Granular Chemical Application
Application - Broadcast
Delivery - Pneumatic
Machine - Destoners, Rotavators, Bedtillers

Horstine Microband Air
Use - Granular Chemical Application
Application - In furrow
Delivery - Pneumatic
Machine - 2 and 3 row planters

Horstine Microband
Use - Granular Chemical Application
Application - In furrow/Broadcast
Delivery - Gravity
Machine - Destoners, Rotavators, Bedtillers,
Planters & Drills

Chafer AS120
Use - Amistar application
Application - In furrow
Delivery - Electric piston diaphragm pump
Machine - 2 and 3 row planters

Horstine Agroband
Use - Granular Fertiliser Application
Application - Placement/Broadcast
Delivery - Gravity
Machine - Planters, Bedtillers

Horstine Jumbo
Use - Granular Fertiliser Application
Application - Placement/Broadcast
Delivery - Gravity
Machine - Planters, Drills

Chafer Quickstart
Use - Liquid fertiliser application
Application - Placement
Delivery - Hydraulic centrifugal pump
Machine - Planters

Horstine AirStream
Use - Granular Fertiliser Application
Application - Placement, Broadcast or Banding
Delivery - Pneumatic
Machine - Planters, Ridgers, Bedtillers, Cultivators
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AirStream pneumatic fertiliser applicators
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Granular Insecticide Stewardship
The importance of accurately spreading and effectively incorporating granular insecticides cannot be overstressed. Many of the chemicals used
in potato and vegetable growing such as nematicides, are classified as “harmful to human health” and “dangerous to the environment”. With
this in mind, the whole process of getting the chemical from it’s container into the the soil must be very carefully considered.

Ground level closed transfer filling systems Each metering rotor feeds a single distribution outlet Microband fitted with Wizard controlled drive &
headland shutoff

Safeguarding the Operator

Like the chemical containers themselves, all Horstine
granular chemical applicators come fitted with closed
transfer systems as standard. Using these transfer
systems protects the user from chemical residues and
prevents any chemical being spilled on the surrounding
area. Developments in the product range have also meant
many Horstine applicators have moved from gravity to
pneumatic distribution systems. This allows the chemical
hoppers to be mounted closer to ground level, resulting in
easier access for filling and calibration of the applicator.

Correct Chemical Application

Chemical application rates are stipulated on all product
labels, and must be adhered to at all times to prevent
residue and resistance issues. Horstine precision
applicators are designed to ensure this application rate is
uniform across the full spread width of the machine. To
guarantee there is no under/over dosing of chemical from
any outlet, a single metering rotor is used to supply each
individual distribution outlet. We do not use distribution
heads as these systems meter the chemical from one
rotor, then use airflow to split this metered product to the
distribution outlets. This leaves open the probability of
variation between the outlets. With the Horstine individual
metering system, these variations are not possible.

Applicator Specification

There are a number of ways that insecticide stewardship
can be optimised while specifying an applicator. Horstine
applicators are available with either land wheel or auto
rate controlled metering. The mechanical land wheel gives
growers a simple and accurate system that maintains
application rates regardless of forward speed, but with no
capacity to change rates from inside the cab. For growers
wishing to have in cab control of the application rate, a
Wizard auto rate controller can be fitted to provide ground
speed related application in place of the land wheel
system. The Wizard system can be specified to give
audible alarms when the hopper is nearly empty, and also
stop the flow of chemical automatically when the
implement is lifted out of work.
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Crop Nutrition - Potatoes & Vegetables
For growers to achieve a high yielding and top quality crop, it is vital that nutrients are specified and applied in a manner that considers crop
varieties, soil nutrient indices and future cropping. Chafer and Horstine offer application solutions for both liquid and solid fertilisers, at various stages
of the establishment process for potato and vegetable crops. By targeting inputs more carefully, cost savings can be made, yields and quality
optimised, with the environmental impact being reduced at the same time.

Improving Application Accuracy

As an average, 3-7% of a potato field is not planted to allow for
harvesting, irrigation and spraying. This provides growers with an
opportunity to reduce fertiliser usage by the same amount, whilst at
the same time improving the accuracy of the products application
and reducing the possibility of fertiliser leaching into ground water
supplies. Horstine applicators such as the AirStream (page 14) and
Agroband (page 21) can precisely apply nutrients to bed/ridges
ahead of tillers and planters. This form of application only applies
fertiliser to cropped land, removes the possibility of overlaps and has
a much lower application coefficient of variation when compared to
broadcasting.

The benefits of precise application to the bed over broadcasting
are as follows:

• Application to cropped area only

• Increased accuracy when compared with broadcast

• Allows use of inexpensive grades of fertiliser

• Reduced fertiliser leaching

• Increased consistency of post crop fertiliser levels

Fertiliser Placement

Over many years of field trials, the benefits of placing nutrients
below the soil surface into the moist root zone have been clearly
demonstrated. Yield increases and efficiency of fertiliser usage result
due to the placement of fertiliser precisely where it is required,
enabling the most effective uptake into the potato root system. This
placement reduces the impact of phosphate lockup, as well as
maintaining the availability of all nutrients even in dry periods, when
a lack of soil moisture can prevent non placed fertiliser from being
effectively used. Chafer offers the Quickstart liquid placement
system and the Horstine AirStream and Agroband for placement of
granular fertilisers.

Placement offers all the benefits mentioned in the “Improving
Application Accuracy” section as well as the following:

• Nutrients placed in moist root zone

• Reduces phosphate lockup

• Maintains nutrient availability in dry conditions

• Gives growers greater control of tuber size

Variable Rate Application

With the high value nature of a potato crop and the large investment
in fertiliser required to grow them, it is vital this investment is used
wisely. Having field nutrient indices mapped and then accurately
applying fertiliser according to this pre formulated map, has the
possibility not only to reduce fertiliser costs, but also to increase
crop consistency, as over/under dosing is reduced. This controlled
nutrient supply can bring benefits to growers in premium markets,
who wish to target specific tuber size characteristics, such as seed,
pre-pack or baker. It is possible to specify all Chafer and Horstine
fertiliser application equipment to variably apply nutrients.

Variable application of fertiliser offers the following benefits:

• Increase in crop consistency

• Possibility to reduce fertiliser costs

• Further control of tuber size

• Post crop fertiliser levels reduced

• Increased consistency of post crop fertiliser levels

Cost savings can be made by only applying
nutrients to the cropped area

Fertiliser is placed into the moist root zone,
rather than throughout the bed

Fertiliser can be applied according to
pre formulated field maps
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Pneumatic Granular Insecticide Applicator

Horstine TMAir is used to accurately apply granular insecticide during bed tilling, destoning
or planting. All TMAir systems utilise a high capacity fan unit to distribute product to
broadcast outlets, fitted on implements up to 6m wide. Using air to transmit product allows
the hopper units to be mounted in an easily accessible position, making filling and
calibration easier and safer. TMAirs can be mounted directly onto implements or on
optional three point linkage frames, allowing fitment in all situations.

TMAir

Safe & Easy Filling

Horstine TMAir applicators come with low level hoppers, improving access and making them
extremely easy to fill. TMAirs are available with single or twin hoppers, in 70, 100 and 150
litre capacities ensuring the TMAir is suitable for a wide variety of tasks that demand varying
application rates. These large hoppers are constructed from translucent polyethylene which
enables the operator to easily monitor hopper levels. Where hoppers cannot be seen from
the cab, low levels sensors can be fitted to warn the operator. All TMAirs are fitted with
closed transfer receivers as standard, with any excess product quickly removed from the
applicator via the quick release drain port.

Precision Metering & Distribution

TMAir uses a 12 volt high capacity fan, operated from inside the cab to distribute product.
Air is fed from the fan, into a splitter box, then down to individual venturis underneath each
product metering rotor. As product is precisely metered from the hopper, it is pulled into the
airstream by the venturi, and delivered to the distribution outlet. This system ensures that
product is evenly distributed to each outlet, eliminating the possibility of variation across the
implements width. This system is used across all Horstine applicators, as the more
commonly used distribution manifold cannot guarantee accurate application to each outlet.
The even application of product is distributed onto the bed/ridge ready from instant
incorporation, reducing any potential contamination or harm to wildlife.

Accurate & Simple Land Wheel Drive

As standard the TMAir’s metering is driven by a heavy duty land wheel drive. This system
accurately maintains product application rates, regardless of forward speed. A series of
sprockets is supplied allowing application rates to be changed, simply by altering the drive
ratios from the land wheel to the metering system. This system of metering provides growers
with a simple system that can be setup and relied upon, without any requirement for
operator input once the applicator is in the field. The land wheel drive can be specified with a
hydraulic lift function to ensure components are removed from harms way during headland
turns and transport.

Electronic Rate Control

A popular upgrade for the TMAir applicator is the Horstine Wizard automatic rate controller.
The Wizard system monitors the implements forward speed using a speed sensor (GPS,
Radar or a signal from the tractor) and automatically adjusts the metering speed to
compensate for changes in forward speed. The metering is driven by an electric motor,
which as well as being extremely accurate, also has the benefit of being able to positively
shut off the metering at the row end. This can either be done using the in cab switch box, or
by specifying an implement lift switch, which turns the product flow on or off automatically,
minimising the chance of product being applied on the unplanted headland.

High capacity fan Closed transfer
receivers

Distribution outlets Horstine Precision
Metering

Wizard controller

TMAir Benefits:
• Individual metering to each outlet for

uniform distribution

• Safe and easy filling

• High capacity reduces filling downtime

• Multiple metering drive options

TMAir can be mounted to:
• Planters

• Destoners

• Bed tillers

• 3 PL frame c/w Single bed boom

• 3 PL frame c/w Triple bed boom
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TMAir Standard Specification Optional Equipment

70/100/150L Translucent hoppers

Closed transfer receivers

4 - 12 outlet metering (covering up to 6m)

HD land wheel drive c/w hydraulic lift

High capacity pneumatic fan

In cab switch box

Distribution outlets

Wizard automatic rate controller

ISO, GPS or Radar speed sensor

Hopper low level sensors

Headland cutout switch

Three point linkage mounting frame

Single bed boom

Triple bed boom
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Microband Air
In-furrow Pneumatic Granular Insecticide Applicator

Horstine Microband Air is used for in furrow applications of granular insecticides during
planting and can be mounted onto a wide range of 2 and 3 row planters. The Microband
Air system is mounted in an accessible position at the rear of the planter to aid filling and
calibration. Automatic application control and product shutoff ensures the most accurate
application possible.

Simple calibration Low filling height Compact 70L hopper Horstine Precision
Metering

Wizard controller

Stainless Steel High Capacity Hopper

Microband Air features a 70 litre stainless steel hopper, and is fitted with Horstine’s
precision individual metering system. Unlike standard Microband units, which use gravity
to distribute chemical, Microband Air uses an electrically driven pneumatic fan. This allows
the unit to be mounted low down at the rear of the planter for easy access when
calibrating and filling, rather than the higher mounting positions of the standard Microband
applicators. Filling safety is further improved as the stainless steel hopper is fitted with two
closed transfer receivers, minimising operator exposure to chemical and reducing the
chance of spillages.

Simple Calibration

The process of calibrating the Microband Air could not be simpler. A sliding mechanism
underneath the metering allows the calibration tray to be slid into place. The operator then
pushes a machines mounted calibration switch, which engages the metering unit and
counts the number of revolutions. Chemical collected in the process is weighed and
entered into the in cab Horstine Wizard controller. This process ensures even and accurate
calibration, and does not require calibration calculations to determine drive and sprocket
ratios. Due to the quick and simple nature of calibrating the Microband Air, operators can
quickly re calibrate the applicator in season, to take account for any chemical makeup
variations, further improving the application accuracy through the season.

Automatic Rate Control

All Microband Air units are fitted with the Horstine Wizard application controller. Following
the short calibration process this system allows the operator to select the application rate
using the in cab terminal. Once the planter starts work the system automatically adjusts
the rotation speed of the metering unit to maintain a consistent application rate. Horstine
Wizard can display both part and total figures for the amount of product applied, and the
area it has been applied to, giving growers better accountability. To further improve the
applicators green credentials, a implement lift switch is supplied to ensure application of
chemical finishes at the row end, preventing chemical being left on the surface.

Easy Installation

By using an electric motor to drive the metering unit, a complicated series of chains and
sprockets is not required to take a drive from the planter land wheel. This saves a
significant amount of installation time and means the unit can be transferred between
different planters if required. Hopper and outlet mounting kits are available for many of the
popular 2 and 3 row planters sold in the UK. Microband Air can be fitted to both belt
driven and cup type potato planters.

Microband Air Benefits:
• Individual metering to each outlet for

uniform application

• Safe and easy filling

• High capacity reduces filling downtime

• Simple calibration

Microband Air can be
mounted to:
• 2 and 3 row potato planters
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Microband Air Standard Specification: Optional Equipment

70L Stainless steel hopper

Closed transfer receivers

Horstine Wizard controller

ISO speed cable

2 & 3 outlet metering

Electrically driven fan

On board calibration

Distribution outlets

Apollo automatic rate controller

GPS/Radar speed sensor

Hopper low level sensor

Headland cutout switch

Planter mounting brackets
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Hoppers & Metering

Microband is available with a variety of hopper options to suit all growers needs. 35, 70,
100 and 150 litre translucent polyethylene hoppers can be specified in quantities of one
or more, dependent on the required operation. In some circumstances, growers may
wish to mount the chemical container directly to the metering unit, Microband can be
fitted with Horstine Transition hoppers to fulfill this wish. All Microband applicators use
the Horstine positive displacement metering system. This system uses a single metering
rotor to supply each distribution outlet, ensuring that product is evenly distributed to
each outlet, eliminating the possibility of variation across the implements width.

Mounting Options

Microband is available to fit a wide variety of implements, this means it has to be a
flexible piece of machinery. Growers have the option of specifying a double hopper
single bed applicator, for use applying chemicals to a single bed, or a modular system
where multiple hoppers can be added as required. The single bed system is supplied
assembled and can be fitted to an implement for example a single bed basilier, or
mounted on a three point linkage. The modular system is supplied part assembled, to
be built up as required onto the growers chosen implement. Specific kits are also
available for the application of Basimid.

Accurate & Simple Land Wheel Drive

As standard the Microband’s metering is driven by a heavy duty land wheel drive. This
system accurately maintains product application rates, regardless of forward speed. A
series of sprockets is supplied, which allows application rates to be changed, simply by
altering the drive ratios from the land wheel to the metering system. This system of
metering provides growers with a simple system that can be setup and relied upon,
without any requirement for operator input once the applicator is in the field. The land
wheel drive can be specified with a hydraulic lift function to ensure components are
removed from harms way during headland turns and transport.

Electronic Rate Control

A popular upgrade for Microband applicators is the Horstine Wizard automatic rate
controller. The Wizard system monitors the implements forward speed using a speed
sensor (GPS, Radar or signal from the tractor) and automatically adjusts the metering
speed to compensate for changes in forward speed. The metering is driven by an
electric motor, which as well as being extremely accurate, also has the benefit of being
able to positively shut off the metering at the row end. This can either be done using the
in cab switch box, or by specifying an implement lift switch, which turns the product
flow on or off automatically, minimising the chance of product being applied on an
unplanted headland.

Microband
Gravity Granular Insecticide Applicator

For growers looking for a simple and accurate granular applicator for a destoner,
rotavator, power harrow or planter, then a full range of Microband gravity applicators
are available. These kits feature Horstine’s highly accurate positive displacement
metering system and allow granules of different sizes and densities to be precisely
and economically applied over a wide range of application rates.

Single bed applicator Carrot drill kit Headland cutout2 & 3 outlet metering Wizard controller

Microband Benefits:
• Individual metering to each outlet for

uniform distribution

• Safe filling through closed transfer
receivers

• Multiple hopper capacities available

• Multiple metering drive options

Microband can be mounted to:
• Planters

• Destoners

• Bed tillers

• Power harrows

• Three point linkage frame
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Microband Standard Specification Optional Equipment

35/70/100/150L Translucent hoppers

Closed transfer receivers

2 or 3 outlet metering units

HD land wheel drive

Distribution outlets

Wizard automatic rate controller

ISO, GPS or Radar speed sensor

Hopper low level sensors

Headland cutout switch

Three point linkage mounting frame
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Tank, Pump & Plumbing

The AS120 is built primarily from stainless steel, with a 120 litre main tank and smaller
13 litre secondary tank. The AS120 can be specified in two setups, the first using the
120 litre tank for chemical in suspension, with the 13 litre tank used for clean rinsing
water. The second solution is to use undiluted Amistar in the smaller tank, with a
mechanical dosing system precisely metering chemical, into the flow of clean water
from the larger tank. This higher specification system prevents Amistar settling in the
tank, allowing the applicator to be left between fields and even overnight.

Application in Furrow

In furrow application of Amistar is achieved by using two nozzles per row, with one
applying chemical in front of the tuber, the second applying behind. Outlets are supplied
assembled on their mounting brackets with push-fit fittings ensuring quick and easy
assembly. A selection of spray jets are provided with the applicator to cover a variety of
application rates. These jets are designed specifically for the application of Amistar in-
furrow and are angled to ensure chemical doesn’t come into contact with the tubers.

Automatic Rate Control

As standard the Chafer AS120 uses a manual flow control valve to ensure consistant
application at a particular speed. This system is accurate as long as forward speed
remains constant. As an option the AS120 can be specified with an Spraymaster
automatic rate controller. This high specification spray rate controller adjusts the spray
pressure as the forward speed varies, ensuring a consistent and even rate of chemical
is applied across the field. The Spraymaster is quick and simple to calibrate and gives
operators the ability to change the rate on the move from inside the tractor cab.
Spraymaster also has memory functions for area and volumes.

Mounting Options

Thanks to it’s compact size and bespoke bracket kits, mounting the AS120 is quick and
simple. If the applicator is mounted above a comfortable working height, steps are
provided to aid access to the clean water tank and Linkpak closed transfer system. If
the applicator cannot be seen from the cab, a pressure gauge remote mounting kit can
be provided. AS120 mounting brackets allow the applicator to be mounted alongside
other Chafer and Horstine products, such as the Microband Air nematicide applicator,
as shown below.

AS120
Optimising Amistar Application Efficiency

Chafer’s Amistar Sprayer has been designed for the application of Amistar in furrow
at planting for the prevention of Stem Canker, Black Scurf (Rhizoctonia solani) and
Black Dot (Colletotrichum coccodes). The AS120 brings new levels of accuracy and
precision to Amistar application, automatic rate control and mechanical dosing
systems can be specified, which maintain perfect application regardless of
forward speed.

AS120 Features:
• The most compact 120L applicator

on the market

• Stainless steel construction

• Four stage filtration

• Chemical premixing and mechanical
dosing options

• Automatic rate control options

AS120 can be mounted to:
• 2 and 3 row potato planters

AS120 mounted on a
Grimme GB330 planter

AS120 mounted on a
Grimme GB215 planter

Stainless steel chemical
and clean water tanks

Mounted alongside a
Microband Air applicator

Spraymaster controller
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AS120 Standard Specification Optional Equipment

120L Stainless steel primary tank

13L Stainless steel secondary tank

Linkpak closed transfer system

Electrically driven diaphragm pump

Four stage filtration

5L Handwash system

Spraymaster rate controller

ISO/GPS/Radar speed sensors

Headland lift switch

Mechanical dosing system

Nozzle blockage detection

Mounting kits for popular planters
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Precision Fertiliser Application

Horstine’s positive displacement metering system provides extremely accurate
application of solid fertilisers. This accuracy is maintained across all distribution outlets,
as each outlet is fed by its own individual metering rotor, removing the possibility of any
over/under application from any one outlet. Application rates can be varied greatly, with
AirStreams being specified to apply rates as low as 50kg/ha on oilseed rape crops, right
the way up to 1200kg/ha and above while placing fertiliser on two row potato planters.

Easy Setup & Operation

Calibration on the AirStream is a quick and simple process. Remove the calibration
cover and press the chassis mounted prime button until a quantity of fertiliser is
collected in the supplied calibration tray. This fertiliser is then weighed, this figure is
then inputted into the controller and calibration is complete. AirStream comes fitted with
the Wizard controller as standard. Wizard varies the application rate in accordance with
the changing forward speed, ensuring application rates are always correct. This
controller also allows rate changes from in the cab, and improves accountability by
relaying area and quantity of product applied, in both part and total figures.

Quality Construction

AirStream’s hopper, metering unit, agitation system and all bolts and fittings are
constructed in stainless steel. Using stainless steel gives AirStream a long lasting,
reliable working life, reducing downtime and allows the applicator to be easily serviced.
The hopper and metering unit are supported by a three point linkage mounted steel
chassis, which can be front or rear mounted (linkage spacers are required for rear
mounting). Any components that are not stainless steel, are powder coated using a zinc
rich primer and high gloss top coat, both of which are oven baked to ensure excellent
durability and corrosion resistance.

From the Bag to the Field

AirStream is designed to ensure the process of precision fertiliser application is as
streamlined as possible, from filling the hopper through to leaving the field. A large
opening in the top of the hopper allows quick and easy filling, whilst internal sieves
prevent any lumps of fertiliser entering the hopper. Once inside the hopper, the fertiliser
is aggressively agitated by a hydraulic agitation system, preventing the fertiliser settling
or bridging above the hydraulically driven metering unit. AirStream utilises a pressurised
hopper to ensure product is quickly carried away from the metering unit, rather than a
venturi system. This system, coupled with a high capacity hydraulically driven fan,
allows AirStream to move higher volumes of product over a greater distance.

AirStream
Precision Pneumatic Fertiliser Applicator

Horstine AirStream uses hydraulically driven metering and a high
capacity fan to distribute solid fertiliser. Outlets can be specified to
broadcast, band apply or place fertilisers on, or in combination with a
wide variety of implements. AirStream can precisely apply inexpensive
grades of solid fertiliser, reducing input costs whilst maximising yield
potential.

Stainless steel
construction

High capacity fan Internal hopper sieves Aggressive agitation Wizard controller

AirStream Benefits:
• Individual metering to each outlet for

uniform application

• Safe and easy filling

• High capacity reduces filling downtime

• Simple calibration

AirStream can be used for:
• Placement during potato planting

• Bed top application during bed work

• Inter row application in vegetable crops

• Band/broadcast application in cereal crops

• Placement on module planters
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AirStream Standard Specification Optional Equipment

1600 & 2200L Stainless steel hoppers

Internal filling sieves

6 outlet stainless steel metering unit

Hydraulically driven metering

Hydraulically driven fan

Hydraulically driven agitation system

Horstine Wizard rate controller

ISO speed cable

Apollo automatic rate controller
(variable rate ready)

GPS/Radar speed sensor

Hopper low level sensor

Headland cutout switch

Band application outlets

Broadcast application outlets

Placement tines for potato planters

6m and 10m folding booms

15
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Fertiliser Placement
Over many years of field trials, the benefits of placing fertilisers below
the soil surface, into the moist root zone of the tuber has been clearly
demonstrated. This process has traditionally been carried out using
liquid fertilisers, but AirStream now gives growers the option to place
less costly solid fertilisers. A range of placement tines and openers have
been developed in conjunction with potato planter manufacturers,
allowing fertiliser to be placed very accurately in relation to the tuber.
Tines are designed to cause as little disruption as possible to soil flow,
whilst maintaining extremely accurate fertiliser application

Grimme GB215 opener Structural PM20 tine Standen SP tine
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Alternative AirStream Uses
The ability to apply a vast range of rates very accurately, results in AirStream being used in a wide variety of cropping situations,
before, during and after planting. Below is a selection of operations that AirStream has been used for around the world.

Applying fertiliser to bed tops ahead a
three bed rotavator

Placing fertiliser on a 5 row module planter Inter-row application of fertiliser
in a crop of cabbages

Band application of fertiliser during oilseed
rape establishment

Bed Top Application

AirStream can be used to apply fertilisers at
various stages of bed work. Growers have the
option of using front mounted booms (in 6 and
10m widths) or using the AirStream’s high capacity
fan to blow fertiliser to outlets mounted on a rear
mounted rotavator or tiller, ready for instant
incorporation into the bed. Applying fertiliser in this
way avoids fertiliser being wasted in the
wheelings, or in unplanted areas of the field,
helping to reduce input costs and further improve
the targeting of inputs.

Placement on Module Planters

Much like placement during potato planting,
placement during vegetable and salad crop
establishment can bring cost, environmental and
quality benefits. AirStream can be setup to transfer
fertiliser from the front mounted hopper to rear
mounted module planters, applying the nutrients
into the opening shoe. A high volume of air is used
to transport the fertiliser over the length of the
tractor. to dispose of excessive air which could
disrupt fertiliser accuracy, a cyclone system can
be fitted to diffuse air as it reaches the outlet,
resulting in perfect band application.

Band Application

Many AirStreams are used for the application of
fertilisers before or during planting. To increase
usage the applicator can be used to band apply
fertiliser to vegetable and salad crops after they
have emerged, increasing application accuracy
and eliminating the possibility of crops being
damaged by fertilisers. AirStreams have been used
on inter row hoes and in stand alone situations
applying fertilisers between salad and brassica
crops.

Use in Cereal Crops

Band application and placement of fertiliser during
oilseed rape establishment has been increasing in
popularity in recent years. The ability to apply
nutrients that are in high demand in the early
stages of the plants life (such as phosphates and
nitrogen) gets the crop off to the best possible
start. AirStream can be used to apply fertilisers on
cereals drills. This process is popular for growers
using no-till drills, as there is a greater requirement
for placed fertiliser, due to the drills inability to
mineralise nitrogen in the soil.
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Quickstart
Liquid Fertiliser Placement

Liquid fertiliser placement was pioneered by Chafer Machinery
many decades ago, and over the years has proved a highly
accurate and successful system to provide nutrients to a variety of
crops. For liquid fertiliser users, Chafer Quickstart offers growers a
high capacity, extremely accurate and reliable system to place
nutrients during planting.

Liquid placement tine Centrifugal pump High speed filling Placement in OSR Application on cereals

High Capacity Tank & Plumbing

The Chafer liquid fertiliser placement system is available with a 1000L fibreglass tank,
1500L or 2000L stainless steel tank, on a heavy duty front mounted frame. All tanks are
three point linkage mounted, with the option of the frame being able to carry a front tractor
weight. A high capacity self priming centrifugal pump enables a wide range of application
rates together with fast filling of the tank. Pumps are available as hydraulically or PTO
driven, depending on the customers tractor specifications. Quickstart also comes with a
separate fast fill port as standard, allowing users to fill using a separate fast fill pump, for
even faster filling.

Rate Control and Flow Monitoring

All Chafer Quickstart kits come fitted with an automatic rate controller as standard. This
system adjusts spraying pressure as implement forward varies, ensuring a consistent and
even rate of fertiliser is applied across the field. Implement forward speed is measured by
either a GPS or radar sensors, or a speed reading taken from the tractor. Variable rate
application is an option on Quickstart, allowing fertiliser to be applied to pre formulated field
maps. To prevent blockages while planting, Quickstart is supplied with a tine blockage
warning system which warns the operator when an individual tine is blocked.

Fertiliser Application

Chafer and Horstine have been working closely with planter manufacturers to offer growers
a range of placement tines, available for many popular planters. Placement openers are
either mounted directly to the planters existing opening shoe, or in certain situations,
replace the whole opener assembly. Mounting the placement outlets in this position means
the liquid fertiliser always remains in the same place in relation to the tuber, as when the
opener moves, so does the placement tine. A range of placement tines are also available for
vegetable drills and planters.

Alternative Uses

Growers purchasing a Quickstart system can also use the applicator for a variety of other
uses, spreading the cost of investment. Quickstart enables precise quantities of fertiliser to
be either placed or applied in a band while establishing oilseed rape and cereal crops, on
both drills or single pass establishment implements. The process of applying fertiliser whilst
establishing oilseed rape is growing in popularity, due to increased plant vigour and also the
limitations placed on farmers growing the crop in Nitrate Vulnerable Zones, as it allows very
efficient use of low fertiliser rates.

Quickstart Benefits:
• Nutrient application and planting in one pass

• Only applying fertiliser to cropped area

• Nutrients placed in moist root zone

• Reduces phosphate lockup

• Maintains nutrient availability in dry conditions

• Gives growers greater control of tuber size

Quickstart can be used for:
• Placement during potato planting

• Inter row application in vegetable crops

• Band application during OSR establishment

• Placement on module planters
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Quickstart Standard Specification Optional Equipment

1000L Fibreglass tank

Front linkage mounting frame

Hydraulically driven centrifugal pump

Hydraulic hose kit

Pump fill, fast fill & discharge ports

Pressure filter

Spraymaster rate controller

ISO speed cable

1500/2000L Stainless steel tank

PTO driven pump

Delta 34i controller (VR ready)

GPS/Radar speed sensor

Headland cutout switch

Placement tines

Individual nozzle bodies

Headlights with indicators
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Jumbo
Modular Granular Fertiliser Application

Horstine Jumbo applicators allow growers a cost effective way of
applying granular fertilisers on a variety of implements. Single or
multiple 150 litre hopper units can be used to either band or
broadcast fertiliser extremely accurately, with each distribution outlet
supplied by its own individual metering rotor. This system guarantees
application accuracy across the full width of the applicator. Jumbo
can be either land wheel driven, or fitted with an optional Wizard
controller allowing in cab control of application rates.

Specification
• Modular system

• 150 litre polyethylene hoppers

• 2 outlet Positive Displacement metering units

• Land wheel drive

• Banding or broadcast outlets

• Wizard automatic rate controller option

Jumbo applying fertiliser on a Stanhay
carrot drill
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Agroband
Precision Gravity Fertiliser Application

Agroband can be used to precisely place or broadcast nutrients to the bed ahead of the potato planter. A
simple and more cost effective version of the AirStream, Agroband features an 800L translucent covered
hopper, capable of taking a 600kg bag of fertiliser. As with all Horstine applicators, each distribution outlet
is fed by its own metering rotor to ensure accuracy. Four placement tines or four stainless steel fishtails
can be specified, to precisely place fertiliser below the soild surface, or to apply an even distribution of
nutrients to the bed top.

Specification
• 800 litre polyethylene hopper

• 2 x 2 outlet Positive Displacement metering units

• Heavy duty land wheel drive

• Placement tines/Stainless steel fishtails

• Hydraulic placement tine engagement

• Hydraulic landwheel lift

• Wizard auto rate controller - Option

Positive Displacement metering unit Bed application ahead of planter
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Horstine Wizard

The Wizard is Horstine’s entry level application rate controller.
Designed to automatically adjust the application rate as the
machines forward speed varies, giving extremely accurate
application in all conditions.

Horstine Apollo

Horstine’s Apollo controller has all the functionality of the smaller
Wizard controller, but with a lot more on top. Larger displays and
enhanced control menus make the Apollo extremely easy to use,
with added functionality and memory options. Variable rate control
is an option on the Apollo allowing products to be variably applied
to predefined field maps.

Wizard Apollo

Information Displayed Target application rate (kg/ha or seeds/m2) • •

Actual application rate (kg/ha or seeds/m2) • •

Speed (km/h) • •

Tank volume (l) No •

Fan speed (rpm)

Metric/Imperial units • •

Application Control Boost mode of target rate • •

Variable rate control No

Pre-start function • •

Calibration/Testing Simple calibration procedure • •

Simulated speed for testing No •

Alarms Over/under application alarm • •

Tank contents alarm •

Shaft speed alarm • •

Memory Counters Individual field memories (max 75) No •

Volume applied - Part & Total (kg) • •

Area applied - Part & Total (ha) • •

Speed Sensor ISO speed cable • •

GPS speed sensor

Radar speed sensor

Specifications:

Standard Optional

•

Solid Application Control Systems
Suits the following applicators: TMAir, Microband Air, Microband, AirStream, Jumbo & Agroband

Apollo

Wizard
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Chafer Spraymaster

The Spraymaster automatic rate controller allows precise control of
liquid fertiliser rates from inside the cab. Offering simple calibration
and operation, Spraymaster varies the application rate according
to the forward speed of the implement, with rate adjustment
possible without leaving the tractor seat.

Chafer Delta 34i

On top of the functionality offered by the Spraymaster, the Delta
34i adds improved operation and the option of variable rate
application. A large backlit display and simple menus increase the
ease of operation, with further information and memory functions
available to maximise productivity and record keeping.

Spraymaster Delta 34i

Regulation Mode Pressure sensor • •

Information Displayed Target application rate (l/ha) • •

Actual application rate (l/ha) • •

Speed (km/h) • •

Spray pressure (bar) • •

Nozzle selected No •

Tank volume (l) No •

Remaining sprayable area in tank (ha) No •

Spraying Control Electronic nozzle calculator No •

Programmable nozzles No •

Boost mode of target rate • •

Variable rate control No

Fertiliser specific gravity correction No •

Calibration/Testing Simple calibration (jug test procedure) • •

Simulated speed for testing • •

Alarms Over/under application alarm • •

Spray pressure alarm No •

Tank contents alarm No •

Memory Counters 2 channel memory No •

Individual field memories No •

Volume applied - Part & Total (l) • •

Area applied - Part & Total (ha) • •

Speed Sensor ISO speed cable • •

GPS speed sensor

Radar speed sensor

Specifications:

Standard Optional

•

Liquid Application Control Systems
Suits the following applicators: Quickstart, AS120

Spraymaster

Delta 34i
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Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this publication is as
current and accurate as possible. However, inaccuracies, errors or omissions may
occur and details of the specifications may be changed at any time without notice.
Therefore, all specifications should be confirmed with your Chafer dealer or Chafer

Machinery Ltd prior to any purchase. Photographs may contain machines
fitted with optional equipment.

Designed and produced by www.edgeinteractive.org.uk

Distributor details

Chafer Machinery Ltd

1 Cow Lane • Upton

Gainsborough • Lincolnshire • DN21 5PB

T: 01427 838341 • F: 01427 838507

sales@cropsprayers.com • www.cropsprayers.com
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